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Building Blocks of Our 
Universe



The Building Blocks of Normal Matter…



Periodic system of the fundamental building blocks…



Fundamental Forces in Nature…

• Strong Nuclear Force (carried by gluon)

• Weak Nuclear Force (carried by Z and W particles)

• Electromagnetic Force (carried by photon)

• Gravitational Force (carried by graviton???)

Repel (Push)

Attract (Pull)



How do the Interaction Work???…

The interaction is mediated by “virtual” particle exchange

e.g. electromagnetism: photon exchange between electrically charged particles



Weirdness of Quantum 
World



How do These Particles Behave???…

…Described by the Quantum Theory…

Richard P. Feynman: “..it is safe to say that 

no body understands quantum theory.”



Light Double Slit Experiment…



Weird Electrons Double Slit Experiment…

Particles exhibit wave behavior



Weird Behavior…

An electron can be in both slits 

simultaneously due to 

quantum coherence!...

This feature disappear when one put 

detector on one slit, i.e. the particles 

restored to behave like ordinary particles.



Harada, K., Akashi, T., Niitsu, K. et al. Interference 

experiment with asymmetric double slit by using 1.2-MV field 

emission transmission electron microscope. Sci Rep 8, 1008 

(2018).
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Experimental Result…



Quantum Realm & 
Quantum Entanglement



Fundamentals of Quantum Theory…



Evolution of a Quantum System…
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Time-Dependent Schrödinger Equation:

Wave Function

Energy Related Hamiltonian Operator

2
 Determines the probability of findings electrons in the screen 

detector for the double slit experiment

The state of a quantum system collapse when it is measured.
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Principle of Superposition…

The definite state of the moon is said to be in a 
superposition of exist and non-exist 
probability, until one making a measurement.

moon there is moon there is no moon  = +



Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) Paradox…

Quantum Theory is Incomplete to 

Describe Reality and Locality



Bell’s Theorem…

Quantum Realm is Non-Local 

Realism and Violate Causality



Albert Einstein…

1. “Do you really believe the moon is not there when 

you are not looking at it?” – realism –

2. “God doesn’t play dice” – determinism –

Niels Bohr…

1. “Yes, it can be” – non realism –

2. “Stop telling God what to do” – indeterminism –

“COPENHAGEN INTERPRETATION”



What is Reality???…

According to the Copenhagen Interpretation: 

“There is no pre-existing physical reality (realism) of a 

system until one conducts measurement to it.”

Then what is reality? 

“Something that we will never understand” 

<Gerard t’Hooft, Physics Nobel Laureate 1999>



Quantum Entanglement…
(A Weird Consequence of Non-locality)

Two particles (charged atoms, ionic 
molecules) with SINGLE WAVE 
FUNCTION can be entangled to 
each other.

Measurement of one particle will 
immediately affect the other one, 
no matter how far they are 
separated, indicating non-locality 
and no pre-existing condition to 
occur (non-locality).

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2015/08/more-evidence-support-

quantum-theory-s-spooky-action-distance



The Application of Quantum (Photon) Entanglement…



Earth’s Magnetic Field & 
Possible Mechanism of 

Bird Migration



Earth’s Magnetic Field…

https://researchoutreach.org/articles/earths-magnetic-field-changes-through-time/

Exist (suspected) due to the 
presence of iron inside the 
Earth’s core. It protects the 
Earth from the destructive 
solar-wind.

The Earth’s magnetic field 
poles periodically reversed.



Facts about Earth’s Magnetic Field…

It is a vector quantity which have 
magnitude and direction.

The strength of the field at the Earth's 
surface ranges from less than 30 μ-

Tesla in an area including most of 
South America and South Africa to 
over 60 μ-Tesla around the magnetic 
poles in northern Canada and south 
of Australia, and in part of Siberia. 

The average magnetic field strength in the Earth's outer core was measured to be 2500 
μ-Tesla, approx. 50 times stronger than the magnetic field at the surface. For 
comparison the magnetic field strength of a coil of speaker is roughly 1 – 2 Tesla.

https://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard/news/topstory/

2004/0517magnet.html



Bird’s Magnetoreception…

• Schulten, K., Swenberg, C. E., & Weiler, A. (1978). A Biomagnetic Sensory Mechanism Based on Magnetic 

Field Modulated Coherent Electron Spin Motion. Zeitschrift fur Physikalische Chemie, 111(1), 1-5

• Christopher T. Rodgers, P. J. Hore, Chemical magnetoreception in birds: The radical pair mechanism,

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences Jan 2009, 106 (2) 353-360

It is suspected that the birds used the 

chemical reaction in their eyes induced by a 

photochemical process whose product yields 

depend on the orientation of the reactants 

within the magnetic field due to the quantum 

magnetically sensitive radical-pair 

reaction mechanism.

American Robin



Radical-Pair Mechanism, Quantum Entanglement & 
Bird Navigation…

1. Christopher T. Rodgers, P. J. Hore, Chemical magnetoreception in birds: The radical pair mechanism, 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences Jan 2009, 106 (2) 353-360

2. Jianming Cai, Gian Giacomo Guerreschi, and Hans J. Briegel, Quantum Control and Entanglement in a 

Chemical Compass, Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 220502

Photochemical Induced Reaction [1]

• Light induced a radical-pair A+ and B- [TrpH•+ FAD•−] of 

cryptochrome molecules in the bird’s eyes photoreceptor which is 

in a singlet state (with both have opposite spins) [1]. The singlet 

radical-pair performed an entangled state.

• The singlet radical-pair is interconversion to become un-

entangled triplet state (with both have parallel spins) due to 

hyperfine coupling between both radicals.

• The triplet states of A+ and B- can produces C molecule which is 

an intermediate state prior to recombination.

• The maximum RECOMBINATION from the singlet state is 

suspected to be influenced by the their ENTANGLEMENT due to 

the inclination of Earth’s magnetic field and hence NAVIGATES 

THE BIRDS with unknown further complex mechanism [2].



…Thank You…

…Now I Know That I 
Knew Nothing…

Conclusion???...

We have been trying to learn about the nature of the world of Birds 
through atomic scale perspective. It seems its dynamics is God’s 
business and He only gives us little clue but it’s useful enough…


